1-10 CADAB/ BCBDC  
11-20 CBABDADBBC  
21-30 BCDDCCBAAB  
31-40 ACCDBCADDAB  
41-50 D / A/ AC/ BC/C AE/ AB/ E/ B/ AD  
51-60 DBACC DCAAB

I. Vocabulary: 15% 每題 1 分

1. frustrates  2. height  3. preparations  4. escape  5. atmosphere  
6. blossoms  7. scattered  8. freedom  9. imitations  10. stunned  
11. capital  12. opponent  13. emphasizes  14. support  15. spiritual

II. 句子合併及改寫：5% 每題 1 分，錯一處扣 0.5 分

1. That’s what life is all about.  
2. The award for which Kate Winslet was nominated is for the best leading actress.  
3. If the firefighter had arrived, the house wouldn’t have been burned down.  
4. In case (that) there is a power failure / In case of a power failure, there is a flashlight by your bed.  
5. The policeman ordered (that) the man (should) drop his weapon.

III. Translation: 10% 每題 2 分，錯一處扣 0.5 分

1. When winter comes, white snow turns the whole city into a silver world.  
2. Zen rock gardens use rocks and sand to suggest mountains and water. They are designed to imitate nature within a limited space.  
3. All of us should learn to appreciate and take pride in our country.  
4. I met Ethan last year and we have been together ever since.  
5. Ken and his brother are quite different. The former is easygoing while the latter is hard to get along with.